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With his greatest enemy freed and the paranormal world in turmoil, Devon Sanders, a private

investigator known for his efficiency and discretion, is about to learn what it means to be a wizard.

After two years of learning magic, he will find out who was really pulling the strings.His friends and

family are being targeted, his visions turn violent, and choosing the lesser of two evils may prove

fatal. All magic comes at a price and Devon has quite a debt, but who will pay it?Magic is elemental.
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Why five stars? Because generally I read several books at t h e same time, but I kept being pulled

back to this series. There is just enough character development and just enough explanation of

magic and magical worlds in this series to balance the story. When I read " Vance lives in Gothica,

the 4th dimension of planet Nexium, which is being attacked by the coal people of Sumatriptan, and

his father (not his real father, who was a guard in the forces of the Queen of Carbonara, of the

planet O-Spaghettini) is trying to force him to give up his family life and work for the Emerald City

Mage Guild......." I close the book and go watch the evening news. I liked the relatability of this

series to some part of my real life. This makes no see, even to me, but Rain Oxford is a talented



writer and storyteller. Read the series or you may be confused. The books don't stand alone well,

IMHO, but other they tell a good story.

I like the Book. That simple statement leave a boat load of meaning to me. I love this series and was

surprise how this novel was different then the other four before it. I would be interested in another

novel in the series if the author was so incline to write one. To not give to much spoilers away but

you would be pleasantly surprise of how Oxford takes this novel. Spoiler alert..... Did anyone else

call the Uncle not being really there? I thought it was so obvious with the key taking him to the doors

every time. You did a great job Rain Oxford!

I enjoyed the book very much but I have a few minor issues with the series. The first one is simply

the dialog between Henry and his son it is simply stale and looks like it was taken out of a book

labeled parenting 101. The second issue is the lack of magic being used by anyone in a wizard

school. Mind control, shadow pass and the occasional shift are the only signs of magic in a book

about a magical school. It's not in till the battle in the last few pages that any sign of wizardry is

shown. Also the concept of when you kill a wizard you take their power doesn't seem to be working

for Devon he was already power and took his father's powers but often times states minds such as

hunt and Vincent are off limits although johns power alone could defeat them. The last issue was

the "end" it left a quite a few unanswered questions with the option of a another book. Other than

those things which was more about the series as a whole not just the book I really enjoyed reading

it.

It saddens me that I'm the first review. This series rocks . Get the word out . Scream from the

mountain top. The entire series is engrossing and very cleverly written. It is high fantasy at its best.

Mrs. Oxford is a great writer as all of her series have been awesome. Pick up book one for a friend.

I promise they will love you for it, and be hooked!!

this is a very good book for young adults and up for both genders. it also hints to her other 5 book

series called "the guardian" which is also a great series. i hope that people read this book because it

is, in my opinion, a great book.

The book took some getting used to, It's narration is very rough as it's told from the perspective of a

more or less jaded detective. This makes it both unique in a good and bad way, more so good once



you get used to it. The story is good and I am continuing to read them but I do with they were a bit

longer for the price point.
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